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Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Car used to be Florida car.
Body: Zero rust underneath, side panels and roof. Only 2 spots where paint started bubbling
rear left window corner, frond left pillar rust is very small. Due to hot weather condition roof c
Camping Fun! Fold-Down Rear Bench to Bed! Glamping, VW styleare you ready to roll out your
inner hippie and get back to nature. This Eurovan will help you get to your inner peace and your
nirvananamaste??. Complete with rear folding bench sea Reach millions of car shoppers locally
and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle
is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good
Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced
slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include
additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details.
Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 1. Virtual Appraisal 1. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0.
Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min
Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must
be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating.
Minivan 5. Black 1. Blue 1. Light Blue 1. Silver 1. White 1. Must be greater than Min Kilometres.
Front Wheel Drive 3. Rear Wheel Drive 2. Diesel 1. Gasoline 4. Unknown 4. Automatic 3. Manual
2. Unknown 3. Unknown 2. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new
listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking
'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our
Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 5. Click here to try again. Priority
Listings. All Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Contactless Services New Instant
Trade-in. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive
new and pre-owned Volkswagen Eurovan inventory from local Volkswagen dealerships and
private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and
recall history of Volkswagen Eurovan of different years with similar vehicles. Learn more about
different Eurovans. Show all years. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more.
Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles
offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers
and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of
information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing
price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your
email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and
Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. EuroMan
Posts: 2. March Someone on this list asked about alternatives to the Eurovan Camper--van
conversions with poptops. I researched this thoroughly before buying a Eurovan Camper and
found two: Sportsmobile I think the company is called Provan. The Sportsmobile is built on a
full sized Ford or Dodge van. It uses the regular or extended body but cuts out a big hole from
the roof for the poptop. Its Web site lists a bunch of used models available at their California
plant. The Tiger GT is built on a Chevy Astro minivan chassis but replaces the body aft of the
cab with a wider one with an aluminum frame. It includes a bathroom. The Sportsmobile does
not. These guys have a Web site too. These are nice as passion pits for teenagers if you think
that's nice, that is but they lack the poptop, propane furnace, sink, stove, fridge, cabinets etc.
You're not going to beat those prices for a true camper conversion. As for coolness You can
see this 21' miniRV which does have a bathroom at May Does anybody have the new 99 version
of the Eurocamper Van and had to have the conversion aspect of it serviced? Since Winnabago
does the conversion vs. I am asking about having it serviced in America not Holland we are
moving to the States. I'm sure VW warrants the whole vehicle, but after the warranty expires
there are places all over the US to have the Camper stuff fixed. Is it legal? June VW rates the
capacity at pounds with trailer brakes , and I have a "lightweight" RV that weighs in at about
that I am presently towing with my '97 Chevy Astro. I'd love to tow with the VW, but after a
disastrous experience with a front drive Plymouth Voyager I'm very skeptical about this tow
rating. Understand that I truly love VW vans. I've owned three vans in the past, two aircooled
and one wasserboxer vanagon. The EV is uninspiring. Plastic everywhere. The table, jumpseats,
and bed look flimsy The curtains look cheap. I'm not sure if I will waste my time by driving. I'll
pass. Besides, Transporter is just around the corner. My wife and I just drove a '99 Eurovan.
Can't get over how much roomier it is than any other mini-van. Visibility out cannot be beat. It
felt old though and had a lot of suspension noise. We own a '97 Passat GLX wagon with a 5
speed. I want a 5 speed tranny!!! Everything I have read on this board is about the camper

version. Does anyone have experience with the Eurovan version? I owned a EuroVan the only
previous year they imported it to the U. Unfortunately, I bought a used one that someone had
basically trashed. Despite that, I love the thing! As a former photojournalist, this vehicle became
the traveling choice when a reporter and I went out on assignments. They loved to sit in the
back seat, fold down the middle seat, and use it as a table to write out their stories on a laptop
computer. Usually by the time we got back from an away assignment they would have their
stories filed. I had trouble with the water pump s , alternator and tires. The only reason I had
trouble with tires was because the idiot dealer didn't install a C-load rated tire; the EuroVan is a
very heavy vehicle and cannot be used with ordinary tires. I would say that if you can afford a
new one, to go for it. You won't find anything near as roomy, or fun, or different. By the way, it's
not classified as a mini-van And another thing: these vehicles are in use all over Europe, being
used as police vehicles to ambulances to limos. Don't buy it for a dime over invoice. Good luck.
I test drove one of these last Fall as I was considering a new VW. Decided to get the new Jetta
with the TDI diesen engine this spring and love it. The Euro is for certain people that appreciate
it for what it is and can do. But it is pricey. But they don't have anything like this. I wish VW
would bring thier 2. In response to the question on putting children's car seats in those rear
facing MV chairs: I just happened to call the National Hwy Traffic Safety Admin hotline and
asked this question today. Basically, they do not recommend placing any child safety seats
infant or toddler because the safety seats are designed and tested for standard seats and
positions. I have placed a call to the people in the safety dept. I need something with more
passenger carrying capacity - kids and grandparents. I'll give new update if I hear something
else. July I can't bring myself to give up my two Vanagons: a Westy and a Vangon Gl , Miles and
still going strong. My two girls love the "top bunk. I do all routine maintanence myself. I use
Castrol Syntec in both vans. Not ready to give them up even for a Eurovan with the Six. I have a
VW man since when I bought a bus. I found a 93 Eurovan GL with 48, miles. It has a 2. The
rubber on the pedals was worn through to the metal, so I'm skeptical about the mileage. Does
this condition seem funny after 6 years and 48, miles? It drove well and is clean inside.
Anything in particular I should have checked out before taking the plunge? Where is everyone?
August Your 85 vanagon has a 1. Follow the links to a very active mailing list that may also help.
Several vendors on their links pages. You'll find enough info to keep you busy for months. If it's
not running right and guzzling gas, you need to check with the list. Tuneup first, then
troubleshoot the FI, beginning with the two temp sensors and the o2 sensor. When running
correctly, the 1. I cruised at 75 mph on interstate easily. Mileage should be around mpg. Good
luck Ray. Hi erobinson. I would certainly pay a mechanic to inspect any used car I'd buy,
especially one with suspect miles. We're in the market for a Eurovan camper. Does anyone
know when the will be out and what, if any, changes there will be? Vanagon or a new Eurovan
as a 3rd and long trip car. I would like to hear from people familiar with both on how they
compare in ride, handling, and especially room. My impression is that the Eurovan layout has
less passenger and cargo room layout than the Vanagon. Another disadvantage of the Eurovan
would be the loss of the wasserleaker motor and that reliable and cheap AC! The van has 42k
miles on it. Here's the catch: the inside is 'gutted'. The pop-top is there, but everything else is
gone -- I don't even think it has original seat benches in it. I'm looking for comments on: 1 would
the accessories be so hard to find or expensive to purchase that it would be better not to get the
van? Hello, we are considering buying a GLS Eurovan. We like everything about it. We are first
time buyers of VW. What comments do you have on quality and reliability? What price can we
expect to pay? Any advice or comments would be appreciated. Just my two cents worth on the
99 GLS. We just got a new one for a substantial discount from the MSRP. The mile drive home
made me a believer. We hit a major thunderstorm that had most other vehicles pulling to the
side of the road. I slowed way down, but felt completely safe continuing on. The slow speed
traction is amazing. As for styling, I really enjoy having something that doesn't look like every
other van on the road. I recently unloaded a 93 Eurovan with about 70, miles on it. Loved it until
I had to replace anything. There are two pieces to it hidden behind the headlights that will fail
and prevent the cooling fan from kicking on. They will fail on ALL 93's. The only very complete
resource on this vehicle. I never learn - I'm looking at a 99 model. We have had our Eurovan MV
for almost a year 11, miles now and I'm interested to know if anyone else out there has had one
for as long and what their experience and opinion is now since they've had the chance to drive
the darn thing for a while. September We just bought our Eurovan a month ago and last night
while my husband was at the store, he had the van turned off, and he noticed from the store that
the engine was on fire. Has there been any problems similar to this? We opened the hood and
saw that the clip that was holding the two windshield wipers had come off and it probably fell on
top of the engine and ignited the fire. Please help, I need to find out if anything like this has
happened to anyone else. Check out Edmund's Safety Info for possible information. Good luck!

KarenS Vans host. October I am considering purchasing a new camper van but the models are
not in yet. After reviewing the 79 responses listed on the Eurovan, I am not feeling convinced
this is a good investment. Anyone thrilled with their 97? What do think of the reliability of this
model? Apparently the previous owners turned in for a VW Passant. Not feeling incredibly
confident after reviewing the 79 responses listed on the Eurovan. I am not feeling convinced
this is a good investment. Appreciate any advice. November I have a family of 7 and currently
own an '85 Vanagon that has been very reliable, eficient and versitile. I'm wondering what is the
best price I could expect to get on the Eurovan in the current market. Has anyone out there
purchased a '99 or Eurovan in the past few months? I knew the first names of every mechanic at
the local dealer by One bright young mechanic said he would NOT buy the Eurovan. VW had a
chance to do it right and didn't. Still underpowered and now undersized, there are better
choices than the Eurovan. Great bodywork quality but the above caveats. Mechanical repairs
were frequent and VERY expensive. I've been quite happy for six years with a Mazda MPV.
Outstanding quality, dealer service. Very little "van" room, however. Just a large trunk that
holds two more people. The old rear wheel drive handled like a good car and also offered the
towing option. Look for a good used rear drive. Also, check the following websites for shopping
and prices: carsdirect. Local dealer has a 99 on his lot. MV package but not weekender. It's been
there for months. Almost ten thousand more than a base Dodge or E IMHO the Eurovan is a
base model "stripper" with power windows. Plastic galore. They never learn. Try vanagon. There
are links on that site to two very high volume mailing lists for VW van afficionados. God bless.
Next to the fast food window was the VW dealership lot with a new camper. I asked my wife to
check out the sticker while we were waiting in line. I saw a salesman start running as soon as
she got to the van. She got back into our car before he made it to her. She had this look of
disbelief on her face, kind of like being in shock. She still thinks it was a typo. I was laughed so
hard, I couldn't drink my soda. For that kind of money you would expect to make it up a hill or
into a headwind without blowing up engines or being in 2nd gear at 20 mph. We've owned a
61,73, and an 81 vw camper over the years. They have all been unreliable, but they were cheap,
and we liked exploring and camping. Other drivers did not get upset if a VW was going over a
pass in the right lane 50 miles an hour slower than all other cars. They came to expect it. What a
joke. It will take more than salesmen in running shoes to move those out of their lot. December
In the mid 70's seven people at my company had vw vans. Most switched to Japanese cars. It
took vw from to about 82 to put out a recall on valve stem seals leaking. Hi folks! I have a
Eurovan Camper that I am going to sell. It has 15, miles on it and is in perfect condition stove
and furnace have never been used. I have added a 10 disc CD changer and stereo. If anyone is
interested please email me personally and I will give you all of the details. I have a '99 Eurovan
Camper. It now has miles. My personal experience is that I regularly get 18 miles to the gallon,
highway and city driving combined in the mountains of Western North Carolina. I have had no
problems with it other than a check engine light that comes on for no apparent reason before
going off. The VW dealer has been great with the free oil changes too. Am I a big fan of the this
new bus? I was also a big fan of the old VW buses. I had three of them. This new one has all the
advantages of the old ones with few of the disadvantages ie lack of power. It doesn't have quite
the charm of the old one and the Winnebago conversion build quality isn't as good as Westfalia,
but I wouldn't trade it from the old one or for the ubiquitous mini-vans that are everywhere. I
have an opportunity to buy a 5 cylinder Camper van, or the 6 cylinder model. The version is
getting quite large at " wheelbase and pounds weight. Is the model be any better for city
driving? What is it's wheelbase and weight? I wasn't aware that the Winnebago Eurovan's
wheelbase changed. January Of 20 EV owners reporting, 17 have had fuel line leaks and at least
one of those leaks created a fire which totaled the EV. The necessary repair appears to be
replacement of some fuel lines and their clamps. I you own a 93 EV, be sensitive to the
possibility of a fuel line leak and resultant fire. Hi, I made this post several weeks ago and since
that time my email address has changed. I am so sorry if you've tried to send me mail. It has 15,
miles on it and is inperfect condition stove and furnace have never been used. I have a Dodge
Ram van with a Glaval Primetime Hightop conversion, fully loaded with 26, miles. I'm trying to
find the fair market value on it for a buyer to give to her credit union for a loan. The credit union
can't seem to figure out what the market value on a conversion van is. I recently had a change
in marital status and am downsizing. Seb4, try posting in "Price costing conversion vans".
February Have you looked in the Edmund's Marketplace? That is where members can place ads.
KarenS edmunds. I have a '97 Eurovan Camper, with 58k miles. It has performed well as a
commuter getting mpg, comparable to a pickup truck, with more versatility. I've hauled shrubs,
furniture and six people with ease, in addition to great camping. The benefits of the vehicle
outweigh it's shortcomings significantly albeit I've had some frustrations as noted. Typically the
dealer's have a lasse faire attitude with any aspect of the vehicle that is Winnebago in origin.

Vehicle discrepencies have been: 1 The wrong Surburban thermostat was installed in the cabin.
The heater would cycle through several times and not get hot. This was a recall by Winnebago,
and repaired by the dealer. The refrigerator manufacturer, Norcold, sent a high altitude kit The
VW dealer Prestige was clueless in this regard. The tread looked rippled and uneven from a side
view. I replaced the entire set at 20K mi with some warranty and again at 45K. The 2nd time with
Michlen's and they appear to be far superior at 57K mi. I was told that there was no hitch
available or approved. In a hitch assy was sold by VW. The only purpose for the hitch was for a
swing-away bicycle rack SportsRack which was a superior alternative to a roof rack system to
high for ease of use without the holes in the roof. A dealer in Mobile, AL hooked up a test
monitor and said that the engine just burped and tripped the light, "it usually happens if the
vehicle sits for a long time" I had just driven mi, go figure. It happened twice on the same trip
with 50k mi. Not before or since. This happens randomly although noticed more so during damp
or rainy conditions. Still to be resolved. Other than the above items, the vehicle has met my
expectations as a uniquely capable vehicle and well suited to outdoor activities. I read a San
Jose Mercury News review that panned the vehicle, comparing it to the multitude of mini-vans
available on the market especially in handling. It's definitely not a mini-van and it lacks the
umph of it's full size V-8 competition. I believe that it handles better than any other full size van
and I've driven several. I'm convinced that this vehicle is the best value for form, fit and
function. Otherwise VW does a pitiful job at marketing the vehicle, for example the web site was
nearly 2 years behind on the specs when I bought mine. I'm curious about the inverter that
someone had written about and wondering if this was an after-market or VW item. Thanks for a
great site. I have the opportunity to buy a EU Camper for around 25k. I was told I could get 10
year RV financing. It seems to be in great condition. All that is missing is the center seat, which
we would have taken out for camping anyway. Also, it has the side awning and the zip on
screens. Thanks, Alexis. I was wondering about putting a car seat in the front passenger seat of
the EV with the seat turned rear facing. I would only do so if I could get passenger airbag
removed or turned off. Anyone done this? I'm a new owner of a 99 VW Eurovan Camper. This is
the very first time I've owned this type of vehicle. Our family is very excited and we can't wait to
go camping. There are couple things I'm not sure about: 1. The engine runs smoothly but when
the air conditioning is turned on, it's rattling a lot. I've owned several vehicles but none acted
like this. The sink drains extremely slow I don't know if this is normal. Also I can't find a dealer
near my hometown Olympia, WA that carries the awning for this van. I called 3 dealers in 3
nearby cities but none of them has it! Do you know where I can order one and how much it
costs? Try Steve Lashley at eurocampers. There is a eurovan specific list. They might be able to
help you with the drain problem. Does anybody have one? Give me a quick review. Is this option
still available? I've seen it in the brochures, but the weekender option is no longer listed
edmunds and autosite. Does anyone know how to access the Camper cost on Edmunds web
site. Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. December
in Volkswagen. I am in the market for a 98 Volskswagon Eurovan. I would like to know any
information from previous owners of earlier years on reliability or problems. December I think
the Eurovan of old is no longer available in the US since '93 I believe. I drive a GTI now but am
in the market for a minivan sometime in Spring ' My 1st choice is a Grand Voyager. Peasant
Posts: 1. I'm considering a used VW Vanagon, and would like any information experienced
owners can give. I would appreciate comments concerning reliability, potential problems, things
to look out for, and general impressions of the vehicle. Thank you! January I live in Denver. I've
looked at the '97 Eurovan and liked it very much. Winnebago has done afine job with the
interior. So how come we can't find any data about the VW camper on the Edmunds page?
JRChocco Posts: 7. February It will be just like the model previously sold here except for that it
will have the VR6 engine and dual air-bags. In Europe it's called the Caravelle, not the Sharan.
The Sharan is a much smaller van shared with Ford and built in Portugal. It is rumored we might
get a version of the next generation Sharan due in , to supplement the Eurovan. That is why
Edmunds dones' have the pricing. Jon "The Roaming Host". I had a 93 Eurovan for my business
and have fond memories of it. Owned it from 93 to 96 and put just shy of k on it. Might have
bought another if it would have been available in 96 non camper. The 93 was great on long
highway trips but a little underpowered. I need to replace the current business vehicle this
December and would consider a non camper Eurovan again especially with VR6 engine. Miyoshi
Posts: 1. March They told me that it was imminent, but I have yet to see a new one on the market
since I first called and was promised it would be out in six months. That was in '95 IF you need a
van, check out others while you are waiting. We finally bought our second choice. But if VW
does come out with it, we will get one when this one gets too old to drive. Vanagonman Posts:

2. I am not really a "car person". What I mean is I drive whatever car is available, and do not
become emotionally involved with cars. Until now. My 84 Vanagon has changed me. It has been
such a dependable and versatile vehicle that I cannot imagine ever getting rid of it. It is this
dependability that prompts me to buy a Eurovan, and I too have been waiting for about a year. I
am on every dealers list on the front range, and each assures me that the new vans will be here
"very soon". Meanwhile my GMC has died, and I have no vehicle to tow my little pop-up camper.
Does anyone have a definitive answer about the 6- banger Eurovan's debut? My wife wants the
Toyota Sienna, and I can't hold her off much longer! April I bought a '97 Eurovan Camper in
December, and have put 8, miles on it and have camped in it about 15 times. The VR6 engine is
gutsy but could use a little more horsepower for pulling the hills, although I guess this engine is
a definite improvement over the previous 5 Cylinder. The suspension is somewhat
under-engineered for the weight on the left side fridge, stove, fuel tank, water tank, etc. The '97
Eurovan seems to be available out here in Western Washington. In fact the local VW dealer has
two of them available now. May I'm looking to buy a new Volkswagen Transporter Cargo Van
with diesel engine and so far haven't seen any feedback on it. Can anyone help? Sheryl Posts:
1. Since there are no dealer invoice costs available, it's difficult to figure this out. Any info
would be greatly appreciated. I live in Western Washington. Sheryl, I may be able to help. You
can get an good estimate of the invoice by using the percentage rule. For more price leading
cars like the Golf, it is more like You can safely bet that the Eurovan is priced in a similiar way.
Just take the retail, multiply it by. Subtract any incentives rebates -- I doubt there are any on the
Eurovan--and you have a figure to build on for your offer. How much you should pay over this
figure is largely determined by the demand for that particular model, how long the dealer has
had it, how badly they need to sell a car, etc. Good luck-I hope this helps. Let me know how it
turns out and how you like your new Eurovan. I am considering buying a used '97 camper. Does
anyone have any useful details on this van? I seems rather difficult to find any information on
this limited production vehicle. I have had bus and vanagon Westfalia's and loved them. Hoping
that a eurovan still has some of the character of these classic, wonder lust Westies! June Where
do I begin to look? I didn't even think they made them anymore. I owned an '85 GTI and loved it,
now I want to continue my love affair with a family van! I am really interested in the Weekender,
and am wondering if I am getting the run around about when these vehicles are due in. My lease
will be up in the fall and I can't afford to wait too long. Also, anyone hear anything about the
cost of the Weekender? My dealer said he has the figures but I never seem to get them. Stratego
Posts: I gave up my old '87 Vanagon GL camper a while ago. I used my old van mostly for city
use anyway, so I decided to buy a minivan and a trailer to go with it so I don't always have to lug
around the extra weight fridge, stove, etc. Also, it doesn't seem right to me to try and fit all the
features you would find in a full-size RV into a van. That is the beauty of the weekender. It has
the basics bed, table, curtains, screens, fridge, pop-top, etc , without the heavy stove, heater,
and sink. The basic design is okay, but I'm not sure it's worth the price it's asking. I liked the
camper features but most of the time I was using it around town. The Eurovan VR6 is here. But
none of the dealers I've called have any literature on them or options. I want a seven passenger,
with two captains chairs and a bed in back. Much like the 93 MV. All they have is the 7
passenger with two bench seats. I've heard they will be getting an MV 6-cylander, does anyone
know? I wonder if only certain dealers are buying the Eurovan for their inventory, because the
VW dealerships here D. Please let us all know how it drives and what it costs if you get a
chance! The dealers said they didn't even order them that they just show up. I guess that's why
theres no literature or info. I did test drive the 99'. It's definately fast or faster, Takes off pretty
good. I liked it a lot and plan to buy one, but I'm holding out for more styles and colors, and to
maybe see some on the road first. One dealer had a price of 33K and another one a friend works
at and they were 27K. My wife and I are considering purchasing the Volkswagen turbo diesel
camper van for traveling in Europe. We drove the turbo diesel for a month in Europe back in and
were impressed with it. Any comments about the reliability and up keep costs of the
Volkswagen vans would be appreciated. July Just checked out VW's website, and they have the
Eurovan listed as an available model. They do say it has limited availability, and may need to be
specially ordered. They also list the prices! I guess they tune it more for torque, but still? At
least it gets decent economy--they list it at 22 city, 28 highway. They also have a good selection
of pictures, in the "Gallery" section of the site. Check it out at Anyone had any experience with
the van? I love the size and uniqueness of it. Am I nuts to buy one or will it be a great
adventure? August I have heard that it may be the replacement for the Mazda MPV in Ford and
VW developed this model together for the European market. I have a Vanagon with , miles and I
love it--not terribly reliable when I bought it used but with much mechanical renovation and
careful maintenance it has become VERY reliable. The weak point is head gasket leaks of
coolant that are best addressed by replacing the engine--more minor fixes seem to be very

temporary. Commercial and Diesel versions have always been available in Canada. At the prices
for the non-camper versions of the Eurovan in the U. Donald Baxter. Sorry to say to VW that the
99' Eurovan was just to expensive for my budget, and we ended up buying a Subaru 2. So I
guess I will be checking out the station wagon conference from now on. Good luck to anyone
who buys a new Eurovan, I'll be jealous. Just saw a brand new '99 Eurovan on the lot here in No.
Virginia Woodbridge. It was very nice looking, especially the more rounded front end. It was
fully loaded up with basically every feature as standard, however. The dealer said they ordered
this particular van 3 years ago, and it just arrived! Guess they won't be making any deals on it.
EPA estimates on the sticker were 15 city 20 highway, lower than what I recall seeing on VW's
website. Can't wait to see one with the Weekender package--has anyone seen one? September
Does anyone know of any crash tests or reliability figures on the new eurovans--have looked on
the vw websites here and in Europe with no luck. Sorry, no picture. October Who are they
kidding? Plus, I hope they fixed the rusting problem seen on the 93's. I've decided to buy an
Odyssey 99'. What gives? DRice Posts: 3. Your right- it is negative. While he has some valid
points, he seems to be overly critical. He also has some of his facts wrong about the past and
present Eurovans. In contrast, I've read some great reviews in other publications i. Washington
Post last month. Pricing does seem very high though. I would like to hear comments from new
owners on how they like it. EuroMan Posts: 2. We bought a new Eurovan Camper several
months ago and love it. No other automaker produces anything that you can even compare with
it, though a full size American van conversion is closest. But none of those had enough front
passenger legroom--check 'em out and you'll see. Fraggle Posts: 1. I'm looking for a mid-late
80's Vanagon but am unsure about which features I want. I was wondering if anyone has had
experience with the GL Syncro models 4wd. Also, I'm wondering if I need all the equipment in a
camper or if I can get by with the normal van with the fold down bed and just use my own
camping stuff. Has anyone out there owned a vanagon for general outdoor stuff and wished
they had a camper? Not bad. Volkswagen Eurovan Road Test coming to the front page of Tell us
whether you agree with our review! My wife and I are very interested in the new EuroVan
Camper set-up. Those of you that have one, what do you like most about it, and what the least.
Do you agree with the Wardlaw review? Has anyone found a new one discounted at all? Also
any used ones on the market; if so for how much? Another question. We are planning on buying
a Eurovan Camper. I am 6'6" and the bed is a bit shorter. Any ideas on how to extend the bed or
otherwise deal with my being "vertically challenged"? I wonder how VW slept throught the
minivan boom, after being on the front edge back in the 70's. Maybe all those air cooled engines
that blew up when driven at the speed limit on the interstate followed by water leaks in the
Wasserboxer engines drove too many people away. Despite some of the obvious design flaws
of the Eurovan, as a family of five, we love it. It would be great if a US maker would incorporate
some of the features that make a Eurovan unique, such as rear facing seats, and a roomy feel.
The article sounds a lot like someone with an axe to grind. What are the differences between the
'97 and the '99 Eurovans? Edmund's review of the VW Eurovan commits the worst sin of a
product review: failing to judge something's usefulness for its intended buyer, not for the
reviewer. The reviewer compared it to American and Japanese minivans. But Eurovan buyers
like me were comparing it with full sized vans, because only those vehicles have capacity
comparable to the Eurovan's. In particular, the Camper version converted by Winnebago but
sold through qualified VW dealers , which I have, could only be compared with an RV. And
compared to full sized vans and RVs, the Eurovan is nimble, powerful and surprisingly carlike--a
pleasure to commute to work in or to drive all day, both of which I've done, and with a true top
speed of mph, which I've also done. On long drives those "hard seats" are far more comfortable
than pillowier seats. The reviewer also got some important facts wrong. For example, it runs on
regular, not premium, as stated in the manual and verified by my experience. The reviewer also
made the error of treating nits like the lack of a glove compartment as if they mattered as much
as crucial features like its excellent handling and capaciousness. The reviewer also failed to
recognize the compromises required to achieve its key benefits. For example, you have to climb
up into the driver's seat because the Eurovan is as tall as a full sized van. That compromise
delivers a terrific view in traffic--you can see problems sooner than minivan drivers--and over
bridge railings and the like--as well as the versatility of being able to carry very tall cargo. You
can't get one without the other. I've always liked the Edmunds site but your Eurovan review is
decidely amateur. There dozens of Eurovan owners who have nothing to gain or lose from
communicating with you will answer questions and talk honestly about their experiences with
Eurovans of all vintages and types. And while your reviewer got sneers about the Eurovan's
looks, my wife and I drove it to church a while ago and after services popped the top up to show
it to our friends there. It immediately filled with every child who could get into it, all of whom
then begged their parents to get one, because it made so many coolness points with them. By

those lights it's a bargain. We look forward to driving ours for a dozen years or more. I agree
evowner's observation. Some not all of the reviews do seem to miss the mark. Especially with
certain vehicle types, biases really show. For example, I've noticed many of Edmunds' reviewers
focus on what the "office staff" says or thinks. But to add, the Eurovan is not going to appeal to
the your typical van owner. The Eurovan is a specialty van for really laid back folks that love
camping and road travel. I will give Edmunds' reviewer Christian Wardlock credit for at least
acknowledging the van "will appeal to many outdoorsy types who love camping Yes, it's good
to hear about engine, handling, and etc For example how easy does the tent set up, is the bed
comfortable Although, I suppose if the Edmund's staffers are not the camper types For him,
camping is not just an occasional recreation, it's a major part of his lifestyle. He also wanted a
van that could fulfill his everyday commuting needs. This van will also appeal to middle age
empty nesters, or retired couples, that want to take some time to hit the road, see the sights, but
still need a van for basic at home transportation. Now with that in mind, I still don't think the VW
Eurorvan is perfect by any means; there's plenty criticize Anyway, in closing, I'd also like to add
I do enjoy the edmunds sight a lot. Hope I havn't ticked off the review staff too much. I
appreciate much of the information here including many of their informative reviews. Poco, You
make good points, definitely agree. The vehicle will definitely have a niche market. I like the fact
that they are unique. I love the height and oddness of it. Last year, I was poking around looking
at used models. Almost all had rust problems which struck me as odd. Also, parts costs are
supposedly very high. I hope VW has rectified the above two problems, but we won't know for a
while, now will we? The Euro is plain expensive! You are very right about cheap conversion
vans. They are a really good deal if you can get one that is tastefully done up. I sat in one at a
recent car show with some friends and we just started laughing, it was so much fun. Of course,
high top models won't fit in my garage. That would be very cool. Of course, Chrysler has the PT
Cruiser coming soon I own a '93 Eurovan and found myself in agreement with much of the
Edmund's critique. Still, to suggest it lacks leg and foot room makes me wonder about the
reviewer's anatomy. I'm 6'7" and have driven the van cross country twice -- I can't imagine a
more comfortable vehicle for such a journey. Someone whose feet hit the brake pedal when
stepping on the gas must have very big dogs, indeed. Also, it may be boxy, but man can it haul
a lot of stuff. Just this past weekend I used it to bring home a full-size sleep-sofa and new
bathroom vanity -- without having to remove any of the seats. Still, I too hope for a redesign yes,
Quattro would be nice by the time I get ready to retire my well-used and well-loved Eurovan MV.
What conversion vans would anyone recommend looking at as an alternative to the Eurovan
camper? Would need to be "pop top" as at 6'6" I want to be able to standup in it when parked at
a campsite. The fixed high top vans don't appeal to me. So, who is making a "pop top" in a van
other than VW? French-speaking try to do my best , owner of Euro genuine Westfalia camper,
originally bought in Austria on CDN specs. Much camping and all around use, year-long skiing
and all. Still immaculate. Else: built like a tank. Driving position is outstanding to me on
long-courrier use; adjusable elbow rests, panoramic visibility and the unique asymetric lateral
rear-view mirrors do the job. Cruise-control and I have the 5-cid gazoline engine: a little weak
shure, so what; gives me ,5 l. I'm not in a rush, even when heading to the office I feel like on a
vacation. With a 1 ton loading capacity, the basic version of this vehicle should never be
classified with car-chassis based minivans or compared to those. It is best matched with
Econoline Fords or such. Edmund's columnist comment on the bus version is that it still feels
as a truck; no wonder, it is a truck. It is widely used as an ambulance in Europe thanks to the
cargo capacity. A truck with car handling and response. Sorry, I'm happy and will stay happy as
I am for another 7 years for shure. Boxy looks? Who cares? With a CX of. I don't care. All I get is
jealous looks when I have lunch in the ski resort's parking lot, pop-top up, warming my boots
on the heater, having a hot meal from the stove Of course, nothing's perfect. We also own a
Volvo sedan which shows a better body assembly and a lower maintenance cost. Personal
attention like paint chips repair road gravel , waxing, etc.. For a cottage on wheels, it's not so
bad after all. There is a scarce but practical english summary in the Club's newspaper and the
Website is Westfalia, Club internationa Sign In or Register to comment. Used Volkswagen
EuroVan for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 4. It is
equipped the VR6 engine which is very efficient and powerful. The overall quality of the chassis
is good, but there were a few bugs along the way. The twin electric fans were recalled due to
catastrophic failure. I was not aware of the recall and encountered such a failure on a road trip.
The scarcity of VW dealerships in my area made it very difficult to get a repair done. The other
problem I experienced was the sealed automatic transmission This comes from VW with no way
to add transmission fluid. I experienced a total transmission failure before 50, miles. Even with
these issues, the Eurovan is a really nice chassis for a small RV. I would buy it again if I had the
chance. It also served as a safe way for me to get home from the hospital after breaking my

neck and associated surgery. An indispensable part of my fleet that I will never sell. Excellent
gas mileage. Quiet operation. Superior performance under load. Good workmanship on
assembly. No wasted space. Easy to read instrument panel and controls. Automatic
transmission is "maintenance free" and this is a huge mistake. Battery replacement is an
incredibly difficult task. Throttle body seems to get dirty too easily. Mass air flow sensor needs
replacing too often. Electric fan assembly with catastrophically self-destruct and blow plastic
bits through the radiator. Cab air conditioner coolant leaks were frequent soon after purchase.
Overall 5. For a family of six, it is both economical and practical. We have traveled cross
country and then some. What a hearty vehicle! The body style is now being seen in many
American vehicles. I would definitely say Volkswagen is a pioneer in style and class. Plenty of
room and stow away features are great so we can really "pack it in". We affectionately call our
van "The BRB" big red bus. We just love our Eurovan! Our road trips are endless! We travel
from one end of the country to the other. There is never a dull moment. The best compliments
we receive is about how practical our European is. We open up the back hatch and the door
becomes an easy shade and the back bench is our serving area. Always a hit! We haven't
tailgated, but I'm sure it would perfect for such an event! We love the practicality of the vehicle.
It is roomy with plenty of features that make road trips easy and comfortable. The back facing
seating and table, which are road trippers dream. Kids sit cozy in the back eating a snack or
meal, playing games or playing on the laptop or other digital device on the sturdy flip table. Yes,
the table can be stowed away! In hot weather i. Desert southwest , the air conditioning is
minimal. But, I don't think European vehicles are made for extreme heat. EuroVan Owner. The
Eurovan Westfalia edition has creature comforts that any person on an extended road trip
would die for: Comfortable full size bed, pop up roof for standing room comfort, privacy
curtains, and a flip-up table that seats two comfortably, three if they're willing to reach. I
brought the van called the "Shaggin' Wagon" by my friends to Cape Cod and spent an entire
summer free-styling in different city streets. I loved the ride, the freedom of space that this
vehicle gave me, and the opportunity to go out on the road whenever I felt like it. This vehicle
took me across the entire United States on an epic 5 month road trip that I didn't want to end.
The transmissions in Eurovans are notoriously flaky. This is actually my second Eurovan
because the first one had a complete transmission failure that totaled the vehicle. If you can get
a Eurovan with more than , miles on it that still has a good transmission, buy it in a heartbeat. If
you have been around Eurovans for a bit, you probably know about the radiator strip fuse. Buy
some for Europarts-SD. I just thought â€¦. Today, I replaced the 5 spark plugs in my Eurovan.
This is a relatively simple job for a novice mechanic, especially if you are already familiar with
your Eurovan. The basic steps can be seen in this video from â€¦. Comment below to add your
input about the dimensions you use. I think it would also be helpful for interior dimensions as
well. Note: Please verify your dimensions before using. My Eurovan Weekender MV has had its
ups and downs due to a variety of automatic transmission issues. The latest round of fixes new
wire lead, used TCM pulled from a yard, and proper trans fluid and level has â€¦. My Eurovan
had a stripped oil plug. Plus, I â€¦. Oil plug strippedâ€¦ and how I was able to remove it. My
Eurovan had a persistent oil leak. Oil pan gasket, leak, oil plugâ€¦ and more. There is also a tube
there. It was clogged.
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I was able to locate a TCM transmission control module that was the exact part number. I
installed it, and the VCDS scan found it. I cleared â€¦. Have you ever seen a TCM that is
damaged? The brake pedal area even made a hiss sound when I pressed on the pedal. After a
bit of research, I came across this video. Seemed like a good chance this was â€¦. If you are in
San Diego and your Eurovan needs some automatic transmission service or diagnosis, then
you should consider Oceanside Transmission. New door panels and FatMat. More to come. My
Eurovan Westy Weekender. Read more here. Well, the temporary fix â€¦. I located an
inexpensive exhaust manifold. My 2. An exhaust tech showed me a while back when it was â€¦.
About WordPress. Strip fuse. Here are the five spark plugs in order, Notice 4 is quite dirty. Plus,
I â€¦ Oil plug strippedâ€¦ and how I was able to remove it. Tagged with: leak , maintenance , oil. I
cleared â€¦ Have you ever seen a TCM that is damaged? Tagged with: transmission.

